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Controlling the internal environment 
Most organisms can survive fluctuations in the external environment that 

are more extreme than any of their individual cells could tolerate.During the 

day , a human may be exposed to substantial changes in outside 

temperatures but will  die if the internal body temperature goes more than a 

few degrees above or below an average of about 37C.  

The spring peeper, a North American tree frog often spends an entire 

winter with much of its body frozen. Most of its blood and interstitial fluid 

turns to ice, but its cells and a film of water surrounding them are kept from 

freezing by specialized proteins and a high level of glucose throughout the 

frog's body. Without these protectants, ice crystals would rupture the cell 

membranes, and the animal would die. 

Homeostatic mechanisms protect an animal's internal environment 
from harmful fluctuations: an overview: 

In most organism, the majority of cells are not in direct contact with the 

external environment but are bathed by an internal body fluid. Insects and 

other animals with an open circulatory system have an internal pond 

composed of hemolymph, which bathes all body cells. In vertebrates and 

other animals with a closed circulatory system, the internal pond is 

interstitial fluid serviced by blood. Homeostatic mechanisms temper 

changes in an animal's body fluids, cushioning them from the potentially 

harmfiul impact of fluctuations in the extyernal environment (Fig. 40.1) 
nP880. 
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Cells require a balance between water uptake and loss: 
Water enter our body's by three ways: 

 

 

 

 
Metabolic water is produced by cellular respiration when electrons and 

hydrogen are added to oxygen. 

Lose water by: 

 
 

 
 

Whether an organism inhabits land, fresh water, or salt water, or moves back 

and forth between these environments, one general problem occurs: 

The cells of the animal cannot survive a net water gain or loss. Water 

continuously enters and leaves an animal cell across the plasma membrane, 

however uptake and loss must balance.  

An animal cells swell and burst if there is a net uptake of water or shrivel and 

die if there is a net loss of water. 

Osmosis, is the movement of water across a selectively permeable 

membrane. It occurs whnever two solutions separated by the membrane differ 

in total solute concentration, or osmolarity (total solute concentration 

expressed as molarity, or moles of solute per liter of solution). Foe example, 

the osmolarity of human blood is about 300 mosm/L, while sea water 

commonly has an osmolarity of about 1000 mosm/L. 

Osmoconformers and osmoregulators 

There are two basic solutions to the problem of balancing water gain with 

water loss. One solution for a marine organism is to be isotonic with its 

saltwater environment. Such organisms, which do not aqctively adjust their 

internal osmolarity, are known as osmoconformers. 

In our food In our drink Oxidative metabolism 

Urinating  defecating And by evaporative loss due to 
sweating and breathing. 
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By contrast, organisms whose body fluids are not isotonic with the outside 

environment, called osmoregulators, must either discharge excess water if 

they live in ahyptonic environement or continuously take in water to offset 

osmotic loss if they inhabit a hypertonic environment. 

The ability to osmoregulate enables animals to live, for example, in fresh 
water, where the osmolarity is too low to support cellular life, and on land, 

where water is usually in short supply. 

Most organisms, whether osmoconformers or osmoregulators, cannot tolerate 

substantial changes in external osmolarity. Such organisms are said to be 

stenohaline (stenos, "narrow": haline refers to salt). However, some 

organisms called euryhaline animals, do survive radical fluctuations of 

osmolarity in their surroundings. They either conform to the changes or 

regulate their internal osmolarity within a narrow range even as the external 

osmolarity changes. One example of euryhaline animal, a bony fish called 

tilapia can adjust to any salt concentrations between fresh water and twice 

that of seawater. All freshwater animals and many marine animals are 

osmoregulators. Humans and other terrestrial animals, also osmoregulators, 

must compensate for water loss.  

Maintanance water balance in different environments 
Marine animals. Animals Animals first evolved in the sea. Most marine 

invertebrates are osmoconformers, even these animals differ from seawater 

in their concentrations of specific salts. 

Among the vertebrates, the hagfishes, (jawless members of the class 

Agnatha) are isotonic with the surrounding seawater, but most marine 

vertebrates osmoregulate. Sharks and most cartilaginous fishes maintain 

internal salt concentrations lower than that of seawater. Their kidneys excrete 

some salts, and a salt-excreting organ called the rectal gland excretes sodium 

chloride out of the body through the anus. 

A large amounts of urea dissolved in the body fluids accounts for a shark's 

being slightly hypertonic to seawater. Sharks also produce and retain another 
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organic compound, trimethylamine oxide (TMAO), which protects proteins 

from being damaged by the urea. 

Marine bony fishes constantly lose water by osmosis to their hypertonic 

surroundings (Fig. 40.2a) P882. They compensate by drinking large amounts 

of seawater, pumping out excess salts, and excreting urine in relatively small 

amounts. 

Freshwater animals 

Freshwater animals are constantly taking in water by osmosis because the 

osmolarity of their internal fluids is much higher than that of their surroundings. 

Amoeba and paramecium have contractile vacuoles that pump out excess 

water. Many freshwater animals, including fishes, bail out ( ین زح ) water by 

excreting large amounts of very dilute urine and regaining lost salts in their 

food. (Fig.40.2b) P882. 
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